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1. Let S denote an arbitrary space of points P with a countably additive,
non-negative measure-y(E) defined for a complemented, countably additive
family of sets. As is well known, for 1 < p < o the,Banach space L is reflexive;
more generally, as shown by R. S. Phillips [5], for 1 < p < o and B an arbitrary
reflexive Banach space, the space L(B) is reflexive.
The L are included among the Lx spaces introduced and studied in [2],

although the L are not typical of the more general Lx (see [3]). Nevertheless
un extension of Phillips’ result does hold; in the present paper, using the results
of [2], we shall prove:

THEOREM 1.1. The space LX(B) is reflexive if and only if both Lx and B are

reflexive.

THEOREM 1.2. The space Lx is reflexive if and only if the following conditions
hold:

(1.1) Either S is coarse or the relations k(E) < e C E, .y(e) 0 together imply
(e) --. O.

(1.1)* Either S is coarse or the relations h*(E) < o, e C E, .y(e) 0 together
imply X*(e) ---. O.

(1.2) The finitely valued functions f , t. with X(f) finite are dense in Lx.
(1.2)* The finitely valued functions f , k. with X*(f) finite are dense in
L"(t-- h*).

(1.3) X*(G) < co implies G Gfor some E e + e with all h(e,)
finite.
(1.3)* X**(G) < o implies that G G for some E e - e + with all
)*(e) finite.
(1.4) Every measurable function u(P) can be expressed as u u + u with
},**(u) h**(u) },(Ul) and },**(u) 0.

Here we ssume that the Bnch space B contains t least one non-zero
element nd we use the following conventions: E denotes n rbitmry mesurable
set; the scalars may be the real or the complex numbers; for / an rbitmry
sclr or element in B, the function on S with value/ for all P is denoted as
k /c(P); k denotes the function with value/ for P E nd value 0 for 11
other P;/. is n bbreviation for/ when k k nd E E },(E) is n
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